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II. Project Details
A. Project Dates
Proposed Start Date

08/01/2018

Expected Completion Date

06/30/2022

Project Duration (months)

47

B. Project Description - Provide a brief high level summary of the project in plain English without technical jargon
that also includes the purpose and importance of the project. This information will be used for reporting the
project to the Governor, General Assembly and Connecticut Open Data website.
The Sites CMS project will consolidate project management and data tracking needs of multiple DEEP business areas that
support various aspects of discovery and remediation of contaminated and potentially contaminated sites including Dispatch, Oil
& Chemical Spills, Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, PCBs, Emergency Response, Site Assessment & Support Unit (SASU),
Remediation, and Cost Recovery. The new system will replace current paper-based manual processes to manage the oversight
of environmental cleanup at approximately 7,000 CT properties resulting in the elimination of redundancies, fostering better
coordination of effort across business areas, enabling more efficient processing of vendor invoices and assisting with cost
recovery efforts, simplification of reporting a spill or discovery of a polluted site for the general public, and promoting
transparency to the general public and other state government agencies such as DECD and DPH. Other project goals include
providing a responsive application that can be leveraged by emergency response and other field staff to view and update data
and documents directly from their mobile devices, eliminating legacy systems, and creating common electronic interfaces and
workflows for enforcement actions that can be extended outside of this project for potential re-use throughout the agency.
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C. Summary
Summary - Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project
BEST has built an extensible enterprise wide environment that hosts many DEEP internal and external applications as well as our
FileNet document repository which is also leveraged by other state agencies. LEAN events have been held and RFIs have been
issued, received and evaluated to continue the momentum gained in the successful completion or near-completion of other IT
Investment projects. DEEP has partnered with EPA for their Cross-Media Electronic Reporting Rule (CROMERR) to provide the
legal framework for electronic reporting under EPA’s regulatory programs. DEEP has a highly skilled work force of technical and
business staff motivated to move the agency forward.
DEEP will be need to complete the RFP process and get up to speed on Agile project management.

D. Business Goals - List up to 5 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal is
expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one.
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics.
Business Goal (Action Phase)

Target FY for Goal

Current Condition

Expected Result

Reduce new paper in flow in project
specific business areas by 60%.

FY23
FY23

The DEEP Remediation
program currently accounts for
the majority of all paper records
stored either on-site at DEEP's
Records Center or at our off-site
storage areas.

Paper submissions from the
public would be replaced with
online electronic submissions.
Internally generated documents
would also be in electronic
format.

Reduce FOIA requests related to
Spills, Leaking Underground Tanks,
PCBs, and Remediation by 75%.

Select
FY23

A large majority of FOIA
requests submitted to DEEP are
related to Spills, Leaking
Underground Tanks, PCBs, and
Remediation cases. These
requests take significant staff
hours to fulfill.

Interested parties would be able
to search and retrieve Spills,
Leaking Underground Tanks,
PCBs, and Remediation
information directly online.

Reduce case preparation, review
and referral time from Emergency
Response to Cost Recovery to
within 2 months.

Select
FY23

Current legacy systems are not
integrated and do not tie
information together from intake
to cost recovery resulting in
redundancies and inefficiencies.

A single integrated system will
allow various DEEP business
areas to have full visibility of site
cases thus introducing
efficiencies and time savings.

Make site information available to
the public within 24 hours.

Select
FY22

DEEP is required to post a list of The public would have real-time
contaminated or potentially
access to site data.
contaminated sites. This list is
incomplete and infrequently
updated.

Remote access by DEEP
Select
FY21
emergency response field staff to
100% of all spill incidents reported to
DEEP dispatch.

DEEP emergency response staff
do not have full access to
information created by Dispatch
in the current Spills Access
database. Staff must print out
paper reports prior to going out
to the field.
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DEEP field staff would have
direct access to spill related data
and documents directly from the
field.

E. Technology Goals - From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 3 key technology goals
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%".
Technology Goal

Target FY for Goal

Current Condition

Expected Result

Eliminate multiple legacy Microsoft
Access and RBase databases

Select
FY22

Current databases do not
support enterprise standards for
data management. Data is
replicated across multiple
databases and is not integrated
with our enterprise database.

Replace with Enterprise
Microsoft SQL Server

System must comply with DEEP
defined and EPA approved
CROMERR requirements, integrate
with DEEP common modules, and
leverage existing enterprise
architecture.

Select
FY21

Current databases are not in
compliance with CROMERR
requirements and replicate the
same or similar data.

Leverage approved
CROMERR process, existing
account management, and
common modules for a
seamless user experience
across applications.

Data defined as meeting DEEP and
the State of Connecticut Open Data
requirements will be documented and
regularly moved to the Open Data
Site

Select
FY21

Data resides on paper and in
numerous databases including
MS Access and RBASE making
transparency difficult.

Leverage MS SQL Server
database to more easily
provide Open Data datasets.
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F. Priority Alignment - The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each
criterion.
Priority Criterion
Is this project aligned with business
and IT goals of your agency?

Does this project reduce or prevent
future increases to the agency’s
operating budget?

Will this project result in shared
capabilities?

Has the agency performed due
diligence to determine if a
solution that is currently being
used by other state agencies or
other states can be leveraged?
Is this project being Co-developed
through participation of multiple
agencies?

Y/N

Explanation

Yes
Yes

Agency and IT goals include going
paperless, LEANing
permit/enforcement/remediation processing,
and making data more accessible to the
public via Open Data and other custom
public self-service search interfaces.

Yes
No

Increases staff efficiency and reduces waste
by eliminating physical processing of paper
and time spent on incomplete applications.
Staff hours can be reinvested in other areas
impacted by regulatory changes, growing
business needs, or previously loss of staff.

Yes
Yes

This project will introduce some additional
common components that could include
enforcement, inspections, and electronic
buck-slips which can be leveraged with
future projects.

Yes
Yes

State e-Licensing system as well as
numerous COTS solutions were previously
evaluated. These were determined to be
insufficient as they would not allow us to
easily integrate with FileNet or our
enterprise database which includes our
Account Receivable database.

Yes
No
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G. Organizational Preparedness - The criteria in this table will be used to determine project implementation capabilities,
governance and commitment.
Preparedness Criterion
How will your agency be
compliant with the Management
of State Information Technology
Projects policy? Provide any
compliance details to date.

Explain the key milestones or
activities that need to be
completed as part of the project.

Describe the level of
commitment that senior
management will provide to the
project.
Will, or has, the agency
gone through a LEAN
process improvement
initiative related to this
project? Provide a summary
of the LEAN activities.
How is the agency prepared for
and experienced in Vendor
Management?

Please indicate if the agency has
provided up to date information on
the Information Technology Project
Portfolio and the Information
Technology Application Portfolio
SharePoint sites?
Describe what procurement
vehicles are expected for this
project such as RFP, use of existing
state contract, ITB, etc.
How is the agency prepared to
support this system once
implemented (post-production
support)? Who will host the
solution?

Explanation
DEEP is proposing to use Agile project management. Projects will be broken down into
smaller components resulting in more frequent deliverables to better address changing
agency needs and provide usable outputs throughout the project lifecycle.

Major milestones are to include procurement, data migration, and multiple sprints in line
with the Agile project management methodology.

Senior Management from the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioners and key
management staff have seen the progress and benefits of the other IT Investment projects
and support the expansion of additional Case Management work. DEEP's Information
Technology Advisory Committee (ITAC) is also supportive of prior and future work in this
area.

Yes, DEEP is a leader in the LEAN process and continues to incorporate this methodology
into all projects.

DEEP has veteran technology staff experienced in vendor management. DEEP has
financial analysts that provide oversight in support of this process.

DEEP has consistently supplied updates on-time and in detail for all the progress reporting
and financial reporting required for the projects it is responsible for. DEEP continues to
document in detail the value realized from IT projects that are supported by IT bond funds.

Project procurement vehicles will include both RFP and DAS provided state contracts.
DEEP works closely with the inhouse financial staff and DAS procurement to always make
the right decision.

DEEP has been an active supporter both technically and financially to the state enterprise
and has provided crucial resource in support the FileNet P8 document repository and the
IBM Case Management (ICM) environment. In addition to leveraging the BEST ECM
enterprise platform, any new systems will reuse existing BEST hosted application, web,
and database servers which DEEP currently self-manages.
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H. Project Ramp Up - If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the
key ramp-up requirements and have any of these already been started? For example, has a project manager
been identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP?
DEEP is actively working on other projects while staff is also committed to moving new projects forward. LEAN events have been held
and RFIs have been issued, received and being evaluated to continue the momentum gained in successful completion or near
completion of other IT Investment projects. DEEP has a highly skilled work force of technical and business staff motivated to move the
agency forward and compensate for the personnel attrition experienced over the past several years. This team recognized the benefits
realized from prior projects and there is a excessive demand to move other groups into the enterprise infrastructure.
DEEP has identified a project manager and full project team. DEEP is currently working to draft an RFP in preparation for this project.
DEEP is also putting together a plan for training and implementation of Agile project management.

I.

Post Production Support - Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative
once it’s a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training
efforts are expected to be needed to maintain this system?

DEEP internal IT staff are currently supporting our existing ezFile platform which will be the basis for these new systems. These projects
will reuse existing technical architecture. All projects are to include knowledge transfer from any vendor(s) to agency staff.
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J.

Financial Estimates - From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet

Estimated Total
Development Cost
$ 10,050,000

Estimated total
Capital Funding
Request
$ 6,250,000

Estimated Annual
Operating Cost
$ 150,000

One Time Financial
Benefit
$0

Recurring Annual
Financial Benefit
$ 2,050,000

Explanation of Estimates
Estimated Total Development Costs: Total costs include payments to Application Development Vendor, software licenses, hardware
upgrades to support software requirements, and DEEP IT staff costs.
Estimated Total Capital Funding Request: Project cost estimates are based on vendor responses to an RFI. Also experience in
effectively managing the prior IT Investment Fund provides staff confidence going forward.
Estimated Annual Operating Costs: Annual total costs include annual payments to license the software as well as DEEP IT staff costs
in support of these projects.
One Time Financial Benefit: There is no one time cost benefit. This is in support of staff services to meet legislative mandates and staff
attrition as well as meeting the request for services made by the public.
Recurring Annual Financial Benefit: This program will provide citizens, businesses, and local/state government online on demand
access to essential site documents and data. It will also provide a streamlined business flow for applicants and agency staff saving both
the agency staff resource time and its constituents time and money.

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs
With retirements and overall staff attrition DEEP recognizes that advanced computer systems are required to meet legislative mandates
and public expectations. This initiative builds on work already completed in the Case Management, Document Management and Data
Management from the prior IT Investment Initiative. The benefits provided to the Agency, State and Public from this initiative have been
essential for the agency to become paperless.
DEEP‘s goal is to maximize object/component re-usability this strategy continues to benefit the agency in future development.
Opportunities and challenges with implementing business process change within the agency and the need to develop agency wide
business standards are part of all efforts. Both business and technical staff are working with new technology which requires training
and impacts project schedule. Developing a sustainable support and maintenance plan for these applications with limited staff requires
review. The hosting environment for these applications is a shared environment. Increases in other agencies work volume can and
has had a negative impact on DEEP’s ability to process permits and the public’s ability uses these online functions.
Risks included a complex and a large project portfolio compounded by the loss of a senior staff members. The communication and
coordination of multiple large projects in different stages of development is also a concern.
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III.Expanded Business Case
A. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates - 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non-compliance?
Statutory / Regulatory Mandates:
The units Emergency Response & Spill Prevention, Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, PCB Enforcement, Site Assessments and
Support, Remediation, and Cost Recovery oversees the investigation and remediation of environmental contamination and the
redevelopment of contaminated properties to provide protection of human health and ensure compliance with Connecticut General
Statutes and Regulations.
All DEEP regulated programs are subject to some level of EPA data reporting requirements. Additionally, DEEP is mandated to share
various information related to the reporting of incidents, activities, and permitting conditions to various municipal, state, and federal
entities as well as to the public.

Impact of non-compliance:
Potential health, safety, and environmental impacts.
Potential loss of EPA funding for critical environmental programs.

B. Primary Beneficiaries - Who will benefit from this project (citizens, businesses, municipalities, other
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way? Please be specific.
Citizens, businesses, municipalities, and other state agencies will all benefit both from the efficiencies introduced with online electronic
filings as well as from increased visibility of information related to DEEP regulatory processes. DEEP staff also benefit through time
savings attributed to manual processing of paper applications from data entry to workflow processing.
Additionally, citizens benefit from transparency to comprehensive contaminated or potentially contaminated site information.

Important:
- If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner
- Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e-mail
them to John Vittner and Jim Hadfield.
John Vittner, (860) 418-6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418-6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov
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